Chilmark Parcels on Town Water:
76 parcels (with 75 buildings*) are served by the
Menemsha Water Company. There are approximately
2,040 remaining buildings within Chilmark, 94% of
these buildings are located on residential parcels.

(*) Only buildings having a roofprint greater than 400 sq ft were included in the analysis.
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NOTE: Town Water Service Areas are parcel based on linking the water department billing records with the parcel boundaries. However, the Town of Tisbury is an exception. The Tisbury water service area shown is a generalized boundary.

Per MassGIS Metadata:
A Zone IIa wellhead protection area that has been determined to be hydrogeologically modeled and approved by the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) Drinking Water Program (DWP) in cases where hydrogeologic modeling studies have not been performed and there is no approved Zone I, a Kronvin Wellhead Protection Area (WPA) is established based on DEP DWP well-pumping rates or default values.

DISCLAIMER:
Data provided are for planning purposes only. The data are not adequate for boundary determination or regulatory interpretation. The MVC cannot be responsible for how these data are used or interpreted by the end user.
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West Tisbury Parcels on Town Water:
No area within West Tisbury is served by municipal water.
There are approximately 3000 buildings within West Tisbury*. 85% of these buildings are located on residential parcels.

* Only buildings having a footprint greater than 400 sq ft were included in the analysis.